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Abstract. An effective coordination mechanism is central to building
large distributed systems. Overcoming limitations of a coordination lan-
guage can be a major challenge for developers of distributed systems.
This paper presents a novel coordination mechanism based on code mo-
bility. In this mechanism coordination is realised by exchanging pieces
of mobile code between coordinated entities. This approach overcomes
constrains of a statically defined coordination language by allowing co-
ordinated entities to dynamically redefine coordination rules and use all
the power of a programming language to express such rules. This helps
to implement sophisticated and efficient data retrieval and processing
algorithms and also reduce network traffic. The paper also discusses a
non-language based coordination framework specially developed to sup-
port coordination based on mobile code and a pragmatic solution to the
problem of protecting hosts from potentially harmful mobile code. A
proof of concept implementation demonstrates the feasibility and appli-
cability of the proposal.
1 Introduction
Non-trivial information systems are made of a number of interfacing components.
A coordination mechanism helps to build large and complex distributed and
reconfigurable systems from a set of simple components. This paper proposes
a coordination mechanism based on mobile code. Instead of interacting using
some predefined coordination language, system components describe interaction
requests using a program written in a standard programming language. This
results in an expressive and flexible coordination mechanism.
In the proposed mechanism, coordination is realised through exchange of
small pieces of mobile code developed in such a way that they can be easily
plugged into different execution contexts. Such code has considerably less pre-
requisites for migration and remote execution. Unlike the approaches based on
migration of a whole component (e.g., mobile agents) this mechanism does not
require complex security and authorisation schemes. A piece of code sent over
to another component is not critical for survival of a main component. If such
code is lost or delayed, which may happen to any message sent over network,
a main component can recover by sending another copy or using a different
destination. Authorisation of hosting components by migrating code is also not
for(;;) {
m = get_request();
switch(m.operation) {
case OP1: fun_op1(m.args); break;
case OP2: fun_op2(m.args); break;
...
}
}
for(;;) {
m = get_request();
m.operation(m.args);
}
Fig. 1. Two ways to handle a coordination request
critical in this case. A broken or a malicious hosting component is equally likely
to produce invalid responses using a predefined coordination language thus this
problem cannot be addressed within a coordination mechanism. A hosting com-
ponent, however, must be protected from possibly malicious or broken mobile
code.
In most coordination mechanisms communication is based on the client-server
pattern. In a coordinated system there are modules waiting for a request and
modules generating requests. For example, a centralised implementation of a
Linda tuple space is based a server accepting requests made of Linda operation
names and a tuple or a tuple template. A request is handled by looking up and
invoking a piece of code corresponding to a given operation name (Figure 1). An
operation execution may result in a new tuple space state and a result for the
caller. Several modules can coordinate their computations by updating a tuple
space and observing changes made by other modules.
The mobile code for coordination (MCC) mechanism, proposed in this pa-
per, is a generalisation of this scheme. The client-server interaction pattern is
preserved but the request form is different. An operation name is replaced with a
program implementing the operation. Request-handling server becomes simpler
as it does not have to implement a set of predefined operations. A coordinated
system as whole becomes more flexible since such operation set does not have
to be defined and agreed upon in the first place and thus coordination style is
not constrained by a fixed coordination language and can dynamically change
adapting to the current needs of communicating modules. Such flexibility is
essential for creation of large and sustainable open distributed systems. Coordi-
nation logic can be dynamically extended and embedded into deployed systems
without disrupting their activity.
This proposed mechanism offers a number of benefits:
– Flexibility and extensibility. Functionality of a conventional coordination
scheme is constrained by a predefined coordination language. For example,
one of the popular coordination languages - Linda - offers developers a set
of simple coordination primitives. Being a simple, eloquent and language-
neutral, Linda successfully addresses the basic needs of coordination. How-
ever, its simplicity has a price as it is often found overly restrictive. Numerous
extensions for Linda advocate new operations [1], more powerful matching
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Fig. 2. Agents coordinate by exchanging coordination code which interacts locally with
the destination agent and report results using simple network messaging
rules [2] and different tuple spaces architectures [3, 4]. Such extensions offer
ad-hoc solutions to specific problems. All these extensions combined would
results in an enormously large and complex coordination language invali-
dating the most attractive Linda features: simplicity and ease of implemen-
tation. The proposed mechanism offers a coordination framework that does
not need a predefined coordination language but still can successfully address
most of the problems address by the existing coordination languages. More-
over, different modules within a system may choose different coordination
styles according to their immediate needs.
– Expressiveness. Conventional coordination languages are typically very spe-
cialised and provide high-level coarse-grained operations. They are successful
only within a limited domain of problems. A problem outside this domain can
be hard or impossible to solve with a given coordination language. Develop-
ers of MCC-based systems can use all the power of a programming language
to describe information retrieval and coordination algorithms. Complex coor-
dination and processing algorithm are expressed simpler and more naturally.
– Efficiency. MCC is vastly superior in applications with complex and data-
intensive communication. Because data retrieval and data processing are
always done locally the amount of information sent over network is greatly
reduced.
2 MCC Architecture
Distributed systems based on the Mobile Code for Coordination approach are
made of agents, proxies and resources. Agent is the main structuring unit of sys-
tem functionality. In this paper, the term agent refers to an autonomous compo-
nent which achieves its goals by communicating with other similar components.
Such components can be mobile or static: mobility of an agent is a property
orthogonal to the MCC mechanism. A piece of mobile code implementing some
coordination logic is called proxy. Proxy is a structuring unit for coordination
functionality. It has a special ability to attach itself to any agent within a range
of visibility of its parent agent. Once attached, a proxy can access resources of
a host agent, do some computations and send results to its parent agent.
An agent can instantiate any number of proxies of the same or different types.
Each proxy is always associated with a single parent agent. A proxy is described
by the following quadruple (C, S, R, P ) where:
component
sandbox
messaging layer
resource collection
bytecode validation
MCMC
Fig. 3. Architecture of an agent supporting MCC
– C is executable code. This code contains coordination and information re-
trieval algorithms implemented by the proxy;
– S is a state passed from the parent agent or a previous proxy location. This
state is used to initialise the proxy. Examples of state are intermediate results
calculated on a previous location and and parameters used by a parent agent
to configure a proxy instance;
– R is resource collection. It contains all the resources accessible locally. Few
resource examples are database, file system, sensor, actuator, array, matrix,
list, stack, queue, mass storage, file system, networking, tuple space and
device driver. A resource collection and all the contained resources are always
associated with a single agent; P is a network channel to the parent agent.
Using this channel the proxy sends results back to its parent and receives
messages from the parent.
A proxy that is currently not attached to any agent has undefined resource
collection R and link to parent P . S, R and P are different each time a proxy is
attached to a new agent.
In the MCC mechanism there is no way for an agent to send a message
directly to another agent - messages can be sent only between an agent and
its proxy. A group of agents coordinate by making their proxies to observe and
change shared resources. Coordination can be centralised - when all the proxies of
an agent group use the same resource, or it can be distributed - several resources
used for coordination are linked by channels to parent agents. In the simplest
case of two agents, one of the agents sends a proxy to another. The second
agent communicates with a proxy through a local resource. In the global view,
abstracting from the mechanism details, it is two agents communicating with
each other since a proxy acts on behalf of its parent and submits results back
to the parent. Note, that it matters who and where sends proxies since resource
collections are different for each agent. Figure 2 shows a case of two coordinating
agent where both agents use a proxy to access each other’s resources. A close
counterpart in Linda-based systems would be having two different tuple spaces,
each attached to its own agent, accessed by the both agents.
An agent in the MCC mechanism is made of a main component, resource col-
lection, sandboxing component, code validation component and messaging layer.
The main component contains the core functionality of an agent. The resource
collection is a set of resources that can be accessed both by a local main com-
ponent and proxies coming from other agents. The sandbox component protects
the main component, the resource collection and other proxies by monitoring
execution of each proxy. The code validation component does static analysis of
a proxy code to ensure that it is safe to run. The messaging layer allows a main
component to send messages to its proxies and also proxies to send messages
to their parents. Everything except the main component and resource imple-
mentations is a common functionality that can be contained in a library or a
middleware.
An agent creates a proxy when it wants to communicate with another agent.
Proxy code is selected from a repository of proxy implementations or assem-
bled dynamically1. Once proxy code is ready, a connection to a remote agent is
established and proxy code is submitted. This connection is later used for com-
munication between the parent agent and the proxy. Upon receiving a proxy,
a remote agent validates proxy code. If validation is successful, the proxy can
be executed. Before that, however, a remote agent grants a proxy permissions
that allow it to access local resources, communicate with its parent, allocate
memory and other. Permissions are set on per-proxy basis. For example, more
resources can be made accessible to proxies coming from trusted agents. There
are two main permission classes: general permissions and resource permissions.
The general permissions are defined by the mechanism. Resource developers are
responsible for providing a permissions mechanism for a given resource imple-
mentation. The general permissions of a proxy are:
– the maximum number of iterations for a loop construct;
– the maximum execution time;
– the maximum code size;
– the list of accessible resources, classes or libraries (for dynamic linking);
– the maximum number of inbound and outbound messages.
The MCC mechanism imposes virtually no limitations on a resource type,
architecture and interface. This makes it fairly easy to build a resource. Often
a resource can be implemented as wrapper around some existing system-level
resource. A resource implementation must satisfy the following requirements:
– a resource should provide a hosting agent with a permissions configuration
mechanism. For example, if a resource allows a proxy to write into a file
there should be a way to cap the maximum number of bytes that can be
written into a file;
– it must follow the defensive programming style. A resource developer should
never assume that proxy code correctly follows the programming guidelines
1 In Java, for example, a proxy behaviour can be altered by selecting a different set
of classes.
<number> ← entries post(<event>) consume
put(<record>) wait(<subscription>) grab
<record> ← get(<index>) <event> ← wait release
del(<index>) cancel(<subscription>)
Fig. 4. The Abstract Coordination Framework (ACF) primitives
of a given resource. Language-level interface conformance is is the responsi-
bility of the code validation component;
– it must be able to handle concurrent requests. Concurrent requests can be
handled in a transparent manner or there can be a mechanism to get an
exclusive resource access mode.
2.1 The Abstract Coordination Framework
Clearly, an arbitrary resource can be an adequate base for coordination. In fact,
a simple resource, such as a vector of messages, cannot support non-trivial co-
ordination protocols. The Abstract Coordination Framework (ACF) assist pro-
grammers in creating resources that are suitable for coordination.
The framework is based on two (abstract) objects: a storage which is a vector
of records and an event broker. The summary of the framework operations is
given on Figure 4.
The storage object provides operations for adding (put), reading (get) and
removing (del) entries. Operation entries returns the number of entries in storage.
Event broker manages event subscriptions. An event subscriptions can be reg-
istered (wait) and cancelled (cancel). The version of the wait operation without
arguments suspends execution until a new event appears. The other version of
the operation takes a callback procedure as an argument and registers it so that
the procedure is invoked whenever a new event happens. Only this kind of sub-
scription can be cancelled. Announcement of an event (post) causes invocation
of all the existing subscriptions. The consume operation consumes the current
event so that it does not trigger any other subscriptions or suspended wait op-
erations. Race conditions on these operations are avoided by an exclusive access
mode which is activated by operation grab and deactivated by operation release.
The wait operation without arguments automatically gives up an exclusive mode
and reenters it automatically if it was active before the call to the operation.
The framework is deliberately abstract. It does not specify the structure of
entries and events or how entries and events are matched. Implementations of
the framework should fill in these details. Support for the existing coordination
languages can be added on top of the framework. For example, for Pubsub it
is enough to implement the event broker object. Implementation of the Linda
coordination primitives requires a mix of operations on the both objects. Figure
5 demonstrates encoding of Linda primitives using the framework operations
procedure find(p)
for i = 0 to entries
if matches(p, get(i)) then return i
end for
return − 1
end procedure
procedure waitevent(p)
loop
e ← wait
if matches(p, e) then
consume
return e
end if
end loop
end procedure
procedure out(t)
grab
post(t)
put(t)
release
end procedure
procedure in(p)
grab
m ← find(p)
if m = −1 then
waitevent(p)
m ← find(p)
r ← get(m)
if m 6= −1 then del(m)
else
r ← get(m)
del(m)
end if
release
return r
end procedure
procedure rd(p)
grab
m ← find(p)
if m = −1 then
waitevent(p)
m ← find(p)
end if
r ← get(m)
release
return r
end procedure
Fig. 5. Implementing Linda coordination primitives in the ACF
and the standard constructs of a programming language. In this example, the
matches function implements a tuple matching algorithm. The same data type
- tuple - is used both for events and records. This example does not cover the
fairness problem. For example, an implementation giving precedence to fresher
subscriptions and records may results in starvation of some in and rd requests.
Different Linda extensions and flavours as well as many other coordination lan-
guages can be supported in the same manner.
The example of encoding Linda using the framework serves only as a demon-
stration of completeness of the ACF. It would be, however, a mistake to think
of the framework solely as a base for implementing a coordination language.
Combined with the MCC mechanism, it is a flexible and powerful coordination
mechanism on its own.
2.2 Code Validation
Before a proxy code is executed, it has to be verified by the code validation
component. Verification is done by parsing proxy code (which can be a text
in a scripting language, object code or bytecode) and analysing its properties.
receive process
endstart
start
Fig. 6. The two accepted proxy architectures: a terminating program and a program
ending with an infinite message loop
The code validation component tries to ensure that a proxy code satisfies the
following requirements:
– there are no unsafe memory operations, access and call interfaces are fully
satisfied and type conversions are safe;
– there are no control flow constructs which may lead to a non-terminating
program doing no useful progress;
– there are no attempts to access classes or code libraries which are not allowed
by the proxy permissions;
– there are no object creation calls or memory allocation requests;
– an exclusive access mode for an ACF resource is used safely.
The first requirement states a proxy code must be well-formed and safe to
execute. In a Java based implementation of the MCC mechanism this require-
ment can be addressed by the standard Java bytecode verifier. Any Java Virtual
Machine has a bytecode verification module which checks a bytecode represen-
tation of a program before it is loaded into memory and executed. Roughly
speaking, the role of a bytecode verifier is to assure that a given set of bytecodes
corresponds to a valid Java program2.
The second requirement prevents a proxy from executing infinitely long and
thus wasting local resources. To satisfy this requirement the code validation
component requires a special organisation for a proxy code. A proxy code must
either terminate after a finite number of steps or end with an infinite loop reading
messages from a parent agent (Figure 6). The latter case corresponds to a non-
terminating program doing useful progress. This permits an important case of
long-running proxy which occasionally exchanges messages with its parent. Such
proxy is not affected by the limits on number of sent and received messages.
A given code fragment is considered terminating if the code validation com-
ponent can automatically prove the termination property. For this it analyses
invocation traces and loops. Invocation traces are used to detect recursive invo-
cations. Proving termination of a recursion, however, can be very hard for an
imperative program. However, it is easy to discover invocations that may lead
to recursion and such invocation can be prohibited.
Proving termination of a loop is equally hard when there is no simple way
to discover a loop invariant. An ad-hoc but efficient and simple solution is to
force a variant in its simplest of form of a decreasing non-negative integer and
terminate a loop whenever such variant reaches zero.
2 There also are non-Java compilers producing valid Java bytecode
LoopVariant v = context.variant();
while(cond) {
...
v.decrement();
}
Fig. 7. A loop construct is considered safe if its body contains a decrement of a non-
negative integer.
The proof of concept implementation of the MCC mechanism, discussed later
in the paper, requires a programmer to supply a loop variant. This is done by
placing a method call decrementing a loop variant into a body of every loop of a
proxy code (Figure 7). In nested loops, the call is placed in the inner-most loop.
A loop is terminated exceptionally when its variant reaches zero. Initial value of
a variant is defined by proxy permissions. The check for invalid state of a loop
variant is done by the decrement method. The bytecode validation component
rejects a proxy if it has a loop construct which body does not contain the call
to this method. Thus loop termination is cared for at two levels - static analy-
sis by the code validation component and run-time monitoring by the sandbox
component which also provides variant objects. It is possible to avoid manual
introduction of a loop variant by instrumenting code with corresponding calls
during code validation. This feature will be included in a future version of the
MCC implementation.
The third requirement prevents proxy code from accessing classes or libraries
that the proxy is not supposed to access, for example a class for reading files
from a local file system. In the most restricted case a proxy code is limited to the
core classes of the MCC mechanism which allow it explore local resources and
exchange messages with its parent. To be able to actually use a local resource a
proxy must be given permissions to access classes associated with the resource
implementation. If a proxy code contains dependency on a class or a library which
it is not allowed to access, the validation component generates an exception
which is propagated to the parent agent.
A proxy is not allowed to directly create new objects or allocate memory.
However, it is possible that a resource provides such functionality to a proxy.
The reason for having this restriction is to reduce verification complexity and
relay this burden on resource implementations.
The last requirement deals with the exclusive access mode of the ACF. To
avoid deadlocks related to exclusive access mode, it is important to guaran-
tee that any call to the grab operation is eventually followed by release. The
validation component requires a matching release to be placed within the same
method (procedure) for any call to grab. If a method contains more that one grab
a matching release is always the closest one. It addition, the code between such
two operations cannot contain jumps pointing behind the release operation. The
following example demonstrates a correct and incorrect use of the grab/release
pair.
correct incorrect
code fragment bytecode code fragment bytecode
grab
if c then ...
end if
release
1 : grab
2 : ...
3 : goto 6
4 : ...
5 : ...
6 : release
grab
if c then
...
release
end if
...
release
1 : grab
2 : ...
3 : goto 7
4 : ...
5 : ...
6 : release
7 : ...
8 : release
Note, that the incorrect example still properly invokes release despite the
jump over the first one although it might end up calling the release operation
twice. Once again, only one simple case is permitted by the code validation
component in order to simplify the design of this component. The experience
of developing tests and a case study for the MCC mechanism showed that this
limitation does not have severe impact on code writability.
3 Programming with MCC
This sections discusses application of the MCC mechanism to building dis-
tributed coordinated systems. The discussion is based on a prototype imple-
mentation of the mechanism in the Java programming language.
3.1 Creating Agents
An agent implementation is made of the following parts: main agent logic (the
main component), resources and code for creating proxies. Figure 8 shows an
example of a simple agent with a single resource and class that is used to create
proxies. There is code for interacting with a running proxy instance.
In this example, execution of the agent starts with configuration of permis-
sions for a single resource that is placed in its resource collection. The resource is
a simple implementation of the ACF. Minimal permissions are used as a starting
point. The classfilter permission is extended to allow incoming proxies to ac-
cess two additional local classes. The Record class implements a tuple-like data
structure. CoordinationSpace is a class used in implementation of the resource.
Without the extended permissions, a proxy code accessing the Coordination-
Space resource cannot pass past the code validation stage due to permissions
violation.
The next part of the agent code is concerned with the creation and submission
of a proxy. The agent establishes a connection to a remote agent using a host
name and a port number3. This connection is used to submit a proxy to the
remote agent. A proxy submission is created by specifying an array of Java
classes and a byte array which is used to initialise a proxy instance once it is
3 Knowing host names and port numbers is unrealistic requirement for an open system.
An improved version will use the discovery mechanism from the CAMA middleware.
01: public class TestAgent {
02: public TestAgent() throws java.io.IOException {
03: //— configure the coordination space resource —
04: AgentPermissions perm = AgentPermissions.UntrustedAgentPermissions;
05: perm.classfilter.addClass("mac/demo/Record");
06: perm.classfilter.addClass("mac/demo/CoordinationSpace");
07: new AgentPort(new CoordinationContext(perm), perm, LOCAL_PORT);
08: //— connect to another agent and send the proxy —
09: AgentConnection con = new AgentConnection(REMOTE_AGENT, REMOTE_PORT);
10: ProxyConnection prx = con.addProxy(HelloWorldProxy.class);
11: //— wait for a message from the proxy —
12: Message msg = prx.recv();
13: System.out.println((Record)msg.data().getString(0));
14: }
15: }
16: //— class implementing the proxy code —
17: class HelloWorldProxy extends ProxyTemplate {
18: private CoordinationSpace coord;
19: public HelloWorldProxy(Context context, Connection parent) {
20: super(context, parent);
21: this.coord = (CoordinationSpace)
22: context.resource("uk.ac.ncl.csr.mac.acf.coordspace");
23: }
24: public void main(byte[] state) throws Exception {
25: coord.put(new Record().addString("Hello, world!"));
26: parent.send(coord.get(0));
27: }
28: }
Fig. 8. A complete source code of a simple MCC agent
ready to run. In this particular example proxy is constructed from a single class
file and no initialisation is need.
The unit of code granularity in Java is a class. Thus a proxy code is a col-
lection of classes. Proxy classes are normal Java classes subject only to the
restrictions imposed by code validation: there should be no recursive method
invocations and all while and for constructs must contain an explicit variant.
In future version the manual introduction of variant will not be necessary and
hence almost any Java code can be used as it is in a proxy.
The HelloWorldProxy class in the discussed example extends the ProxyTemplate
which simplifies creation of a main proxy class. The class constructor gets the
CoordinationSpace resource from a resource collection of the hosting agent. For
brevity, exception handling in the example is omitted. If there is no resource of
the requested type, the proxy will fail and an exception will be sent to its parent
agent. The main proxy code adds a new entry to the resource and then retrieves
the first entry and sends it to the parent. If, originally, there were no entries,
01: public interface Connection {
02: public void setCallback(Callbacks p, Object userobj);
03: public void removeCallback();
04: public Message recv() throws java.io.IOException;
06: public void send(Message msg) throws java.io.IOException;
07: public void trysend(Message msg);
08: public void send(byte[] array) throws java.io.IOException;
09: public void send(String r) throws java.io.IOException;
10: public void sendError(String msg);
11:}
12:public interface Context {
13: public Resource resource(String resourcetype);
14: public Resource resource(Class resourcetype);
15: public void finished();
16: public LoopVariant variant();
17: public Permissions permissions();
18: public void go(byte[] state, String host, int port);
19:}
Fig. 9. Context and Connection API
the parent receives a copy of the message saved by the proxy. Otherwise it is a
message produced earlier by some other proxy or the hosting agent itself.
3.2 Writing Proxy Code
A proxy instance is initialised with objects representing a local context and con-
nection to a parent agent (Figure 8, lines 19-23). The local context object allows
a proxy to access local resources, get information about some permissions and
create new variant objects. The connection object is a communication channel
to a parent agent. The API of the classes describing these two objects is shown
on Figure 9.
The Connection class describes a number of methods to send and receive
messages over network channel to a parent agent. The setCallback method
installs a reaction which is automatically invoked whenever a new message ar-
rives. This allows a proxy to do some computations while waiting for messages
from its parent in background4. This class provides only basic communication
methods. A more sophisticated and more practical communication mechanism
can be build on top of this class. One such extension is discussed in Section 3.3.
A proxy discovers available resources by using one of the resource methods
of the Context class. The first version of the method returns a resource of a
requested type. The second one uses the Java subtyping mechanism to find
a resource implementing the required resource interface. The variant method
4 Normally, a proxy code cannot create new threads of execution. A sepal resource,
however, may provide such functionality.
creates a variant instance that control number of iterations of a loop. Method
permissions gives a read access to some of the permissions controlling execution
of a proxy. Finally, the go method transfers a calling proxy to a new hosting
agent, which must be different from the proxy parent agent.
Proxy code works with a resource collection and reports results to its parent
agents. Organisation of a proxy is heavily influenced by the design of resources
it uses. A major part of a proxy code is concerned with retrieving and processing
information contained in some local resources. The following proxy code example
searches for all the records made of three integer fields with the value of the first
field equal to 7. It sends all the matching records to its parent. The Record type
used in this example is similar to Linda tuple.
01: LoopVariant v = context.variant();
02: for(int i = 0; i < coord.entries(); i++) {
03: Record r = coord.get(i);
04: if (r.type() == "III" && r.getInt(0) == 7) parent.send(r);
05: v.decrement();
06: }
The example above can be easily coded using Linda. In the next example a
proxy computes a result based on several individual entries of a resource. This
cannot be done in Linda without having to read all the matching entries one by
one:
01: LoopVariant v = context.variant();
02: int sum = 0, count = 0;
03: for(int i = 0; i < coord.entries(); i++) {
04: Record r = coord.get(i);
05: if (r.type() == "III" && r.getInt(0) == 7)
06: { sum += r.getInt(2); count++; }
07: v.decrement();
08: }
09: parent.send(new Record().addFloat(sum/count));
A resource does not have to be a variant of a tuple space. The next example
interacts with a resource providing an access to a local file system. The code
reads and parses all HTML files available on the file system. It looks for a link
containing a given string and reports the all file names with such links back to
its parent:
01: LoopVariant v = context.variant();
02: Record result = new Record();
03: for(int i = 0; i < filesystem.entries(); i++) {
04: if (filesystem.name(i).endsWith(".html"))
05: if (parseAndFindLink(link, filesyste.inputstream(i)))
06: result.addString(filesystem.name(i));
07: v.decrement();
08: }
09: parent.send(result);
Here method parseAndFindLink is a part of the proxy code. This method
takes a link name and an instance of InputStream. It parses an HTML file looking
for a html link tag containing the given address.
Activity of several proxies (and consequently their parent agents) can be
coordinated when they all use the same resource. The basic ACF primitives
often will be too general and low-level for a given coordination problem. This
should be an incentive to design a custom extensions of the framework as a part
of a system design.
3.3 Structuring Agent/Proxy coordination
The work on a case study showed that writability is the main weakness of the
MCC mechanism. The lack of structuring of communication between parent
agent and proxy, which is just a simple message exchange, leads to confusing
and tangled organisation of agent and proxy code, especially when an agent has
to control more than one proxy.
The problem is addressed by introducing a simple communication structuring
specifically for this part of the MCC infrastructure. The proposed solution is
based on the reactive coordination style. In this style code related to coordination
is split into a number of reactions. A reaction is triggered by a specific event. In
the case of the MCC mechanism, an event is a message sent between agent and
proxy. A reaction is associated with a method and reaction triggering leads to
execution of a corresponding method. To simplify application of this style, the
Java reflections mechanism is used to automatically associate methods of a class
with reactions. A method name starting with a predefined prefix (reaction in
the example below) is associated with a reaction with the same name but without
the prefix. Reactions are parametrised and reactions with the same name but
a different set of parameters are considered different. A new event is created
using the following method: post(name, arguments). Here the first parameter is
an event name and the second one represents event arguments packed into a
tuple-like structure.
The following code fragment shows how the reactive style is applied to struc-
ture communication between proxy and agent into a number of reactions, each
contained in a separate method. The proxy code in this example accesses a file
system resource and provides a simple interface to its parent agent to remotely
use the resource. The proxy part has four reactions, each implementing a single
operation on a file. The agent part has a reaction to accumulate data read from
a remote file. The Read reaction of the proxy serves a read request from the
parent by reading a block of data from a file. The result is sent as an argument
of an event triggering a reaction in the parent agent.
proxy code
void reactionOpen(String filename) {...}
void reactionClose() {...}
void reactionRead(Integer pos, Integer len) {
Binary data = file.read(pos.intValue(), len.intValue());
post("Result", new Record().addBinary(data));
}
void reactionWrite(Binary data, Integer pos) {...}
agent code
void reactionResult(Binary data) {...}
3.4 Implementation Details
The MCC mechanism was a implemented as prototype middleware. The imple-
mentation borrows heavily from the CAMA middleware [5]. It uses the classfile
reader and writer library [6] to parse Java class files. The middleware provides a
messaging layer, a code validation component, an implementation of the permis-
sions mechanism and a manager for resource collections. It also provides an easy
to use code mobility layer to transport proxy code between agents. The total
size of the middleware jar file is only 55Kb and that includes some debugging
and diagnostic code. A minimalistic middleware can be made as small as 20Kb.
The middleware requires JVM 1.2 or MIDP 2.0 run-time environments and has
been tested to run on on PDAs and smartphones.
The MCC approach comfortably outperforms conventional coordination schemes
in tasks where large amounts of data can be semantically compressed by mobile
code. Quite naturally, MCC, at least in the form of the current implementation,
is not well suited for sending occasional, small messages. This problem can be
address by equipping each agent with a set of standardised proxies and a coor-
dination space, this way providing a sort of a coordination language. While it
is always desirable to minimize network traffic it is worth noting that majority
of the currently deployed networks favour transmission of fewer large packets
over many small ones due to high latency of connection-oriented protocols. This
means a considerable penalty for very small packets. An experiment in a campus-
wide LAN (TCP/IP over 100 Mbit/s Ethernet) showed that it takes from 5 to
30ms (avg. 22ms) to establish a connection between hosts (TCP. Transmission of
a single bytes takes from 1 to 12ms (avg. 4ms) while transmission of 1Kb varies
from 12ms to 28ms (avg. 22ms). Time penalty for transferring 1000 times more
bytes is only 70%. The other encouraging result is that the code validation com-
ponent is very fast and handles well large proxy code. Indeed, the comparison
against the Linda-based CAMA middleware showed that the performance gap
for simple and short coordination scenarios is not as large as expected. With
some optimisations the performance of the mechanism for this type of tasks
could be made comparable with those based on coordination languages. For
coordination scenarios lasting considerable time (e.g. ten seconds) where code
transportation costs are infinitesimal the mechanism has many opportunities for
providing better performance, both in terms of time and network traffic.
4 Related Works
Exploring possibilities offered by code mobility is a popular research topic. A
number of programming languages were developed specifically for providing na-
tive support of mobility. Telescript [7] was the first programming languages to
support strong mobility. Its design still remains influential today. D’Agents [8] is
mobile programming which uses a scripting language Tcl to provide strong mo-
bility. Obliq [9] is a distributed object-oriented language with support for weak
code mobility. These and several other programming language projects made an
important contribution to understanding and applying code mobility. Unfortu-
nately, they suffer from a low adoption rate and struggle to gain any user base
outside of academia.
A number of mobile agent middleware systems provide weak or strong code
mobility using Linda or Pubsub as communication mechanism. Such systems are
usually built on top of mainstream programming languages, mainly Java. Inter-
estingly, all these system offer their custom extensions of tuple space or event
broker architecture. Lime [10] provides a distributed Linda tuple space though
distribution can be hidden from a programmer. Klaim [11] structures coordina-
tion space into localities which contain links to neighbour localities. This allows
mobile code to autonomously navigate between nodes. CAMA [5] uses the notion
of coordination scope to introduce nested structuring of a coordination space.
In the ACLT coordination model [3] coordinated entities can alter coordination
space behaviour by producing special rules which are autonomously executed
when certain coordination events happen.
Code mobility has important applications in distributed and component-
based systems [12]. For example, instead of statically defining a set of compo-
nents composing an application, an application can assembled dynamically from
mobile components [13].
S. Jagannathan [14] proposed a coordination scheme which uses code mobility
to reduce communication costs. In this scheme a process always accesses data
locally, however, when it realises that required data are located on another host
it transfers its continuation to that host. The approach is similar to logical
migration of agents in mobile agent systems although it supports mobility at
the finer level of threads and continuations.
Strong code mobility can significantly improve writability of mobile code.
There are a number of systems supporting strong code mobility by modifying a
Java virtual machine and providing transparent serialisation and de-serialisation
of execution state [15, 16]. Agents written for such systems, however, cannot exe-
cute under normal virtual machines which mean that such agents do not benefit
from Java bytecode cross-platform compatibility. However, strong code mobility
can also be achieved within a standard Java virtual machine by applying source-
level code transformations [17]. In this approach a Java program is instrumented
with additional code so that execution is continued from a point at which it was
interrupted by a migration request.
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